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hepatocyte-like cells
Mostafa Kiamehr 1,*,‡, Leena E. Viiri 1,*, Terhi Vihervaara 2, Kaisa M. Koistinen 2, Mika Hilvo 2, Kim Ekroos 2,
Reijo Ka�kela�3 and Katriina Aalto-Seta �la�1,4

ABSTRACT

Hepatocyte-like cells (HLCs) differentiated from human induced
pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) offer an alternative model to primary
human hepatocytes to study lipid aberrations. However, the detailed
lipid profile of HLCs is yet unknown. In the current study, functional
HLCs were differentiated from iPSCs generated from dermal
fibroblasts of three individuals by a three-step protocol through the
definitive endoderm (DE) stage. In parallel, detailed lipidomic
analyses as well as gene expression profiling of a set of lipid-
metabolism-related genes were performed during the entire
differentiation process from iPSCs to HLCs. Additionally, fatty acid
(FA) composition of the cell culture media at different stages was
determined. Our results show that major alterations in the molecular
species of lipids occurring during DE and early hepatic differentiation
stages mainly mirror the quality and quantity of the FAs supplied in
culture medium at each stage. Polyunsaturated phospholipids and
sphingolipids with a very long FA were produced in the cells at a later
stage of differentiation. This work uncovers the previously unknown
lipid composition of iPSC-HLCs and its alterations during the
differentiation in conjunction with the expression of key lipid-
associated genes. Together with biochemical, functional and gene
expression measurements, the lipidomic analyses allowed us to
improve our understanding of the concerted influence of the
exogenous metabolite supply and cellular biosynthesis essential for
iPSC-HLC differentiation and function. Importantly, the study
describes in detail a cell model that can be applied in exploring, for
example, the lipid metabolism involved in the development of fatty
liver disease or atherosclerosis.

KEY WORDS: Induced pluripotent stem cell, iPSC, Hepatocyte-like
cell, HLC, Differentiation, Cell model, Lipidomics, Fatty acid

INTRODUCTION
The liver is the main metabolic and synthetic organ in the human
body, carrying out more than 500 different functions. It is mainly
composed of hepatocytes, which constitute approximately 60% of
the cells in the liver and possess many important functions.

Hepatocytes produce the majority of circulating plasma proteins,
including transporters (such as albumin and lipoproteins), protease
inhibitors (� 1-antitrypsin, antithrombin and� 2-macroglobulin),
blood coagulation factors, and modulators of immune complexes
and inflammation (complement C3, C-reactive protein).
Hepatocytes also control the homeostasis of energy/fuel
molecules such as glucose/glycogen and fatty acids (FAs) as well
as other essential compounds of lipid metabolism such as
cholesterol and bile acids. Additionally, liver has a central role in
lipid metabolism as it is the major site for the generation of plasma
lipoproteins (Godoy et al., 2013).

The use of hepatocytes asin vitro models to explore different
aspects of liver function and metabolism has escalated in recent
years but primary human hepatocytes (PHHs), the keyin vitro cell
type involved in e.g. cholesterol metabolism, are scarce because
they are obtained from organ donors. Furthermore, when in culture
the PHHs quickly dedifferentiate and lose their liver functions, thus
making them impractical for modelling the liverin vivo(Elaut et al.,
2006). Human induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC)-derived
hepatocytes provide a good alternative to PHHs because iPSCs
can be easily reprogrammed from dermal fibroblasts and then
differentiated into hepatocyte-like cells (HLCs), which functionally
resemble PHHs (Hu and Li, 2015). iPSC-HLCs can recapitulate
metabolic variations observed in the population and have proved to
be potent in both short- and long-term drug screening and in
investigating hepatotoxicity or developing novel therapeutics
(Holmgren et al., 2014; Medine et al., 2013; Szkolnicka et al.,
2014). In addition, they have been utilised for studying fetal liver
exposure to harmful substances (Lucendo-Villarin et al., 2017) and
in identifying noncoding micro-RNAs regulating human liver
damage (Szkolnicka et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2016). Furthermore,
HLCs have been successfully used in developingin vitro models for
studying hepatic diseases such as systemic amyloidosis (Leung
et al., 2013), liver-stage malaria (Ng et al., 2015) and hepatitis C
viral infection (Zhou et al., 2014). iPSC-HLCs could also offer a
good model for investigating basic mechanisms of e.g. lipid
metabolism as well as its dysregulation related to different diseases
such as fatty liver disease or atherosclerosis.

Lipids are a highly diverse class of biological molecules with
crucial roles in cellular energy storage (mainly in the form of
triacylglycerols), structure (e.g. key components of plasma and
nuclear membranes, endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi apparatus,
and trafficking vesicles like endosomes and lysosomes) and
signalling (as ligands that activate signal transduction pathways as
well as mediators of signalling pathways) (Van Meer et al., 2008).
Furthermore,de novoFA synthesis in the cells has a significant
impact on the acquisition and maintenance of cellular pluripotency
through increased mitochondrial fission (Wang et al., 2017).
Mammalian cells express tens of thousands of different lipid
species and use hundreds of proteins to synthesise, metabolise andReceived 30 May 2017; Accepted 10 July 2017
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cells (days 0 and 6, respectively) clearly differs from the later time
points representing hepatoblasts (day 12) and HLCs (day 16-28)
(Fig. 2C). A similar PCA plot pattern was detected for the FA
composition of cell culture media (Fig. 2D).

To visualise the alterations occurring in the cellular lipidome
during the iPSC to HLCs differentiation in more detail, a heat map
was computed using day 0 as the reference and including all the
detected molecular lipids (Fig. S4A). Because the biggest alterations
in the cellular lipid content and composition happened before day 12
as observed in the PCA (Fig. 2C) and appeared mostly to reflect the
FA supply from the media, we computed another heat map using day
12 as the reference (Fig. S4B). From this heat map, the lipid
remodelling during the hepatocyte maturation phase became more
evident as the fluctuation from days 0 to 6 was excluded. We further
restricted the heat map to include only molecular lipids, the
concentration of which changed statistically significantly between
days 12 and 28 (P<0.05). In the resulting heat map, 41 molecular
lipids divided into two distinct clusters visible on the heat map
dendrogram (Fig. 2E). The upper cluster consists of mainly SLs with
very-long-chain FAs (C24-26), levels of which increased during the
maturation. Lipids that decreased after day 12 are clustered in the
lower part of the heat map consisting of several CE species as well as
lipids containing FA 18:2 [linoleic acid (LA)]. Similar phenomena
were observed in another heat map drawn separately for the 45 FAs
present in specific lipid classes in the cells (Fig. S5).

We detected 16 different CE species, the most abundant during
the iPSC to HLC differentiation being CE 18:1, CE 16:0 and CE
18:0 (Fig. 3A, lines), concurring with the higher level of FAs 16:0,
18:0 and 18:1 available in the medium C (Fig. 3A, columns).
Interestingly, CE 18:0 concentration was low in medium C whereas
CE 18:2 was detected the highest (Fig. 3A, insert). This CE 18:2
loading did not cause comparable accumulation of CE 18:2 in the
cells. The majority of CEs peaked at day 12, with the exception of
CE 20:1 (peak day 16) and CE 20:3, CE 22:5 and CE22:6 (peak day
24). The decrease of several CEs and the increase of CE 22:6 are
clearly visible in the heat maps, illustrating the statistically
significant lipid and FA changes between days 12 and 28
(Fig. 2E, Fig. S5). It is of note that only the last medium (medium
D, given to the cells from� day 13 onwards) provided the cells
abundantly with FA 22:6 (Fig. 3A).

During hepatic differentiation and maturation, we detected an
overall increase in the FA chain length of SLs (Fig. 3B). The C16-18

species predominated (64%) in the beginning of differentiation but
their relative abundance gradually decreased (to 44%) during the
hepatocyte maturation process. At day 6, a temporary increase in
the proportion of the C16-18 species was detected. Interestingly, as
the differentiation progressed, the SL chain length profile
approached that of PHHs, in which the very-long-chain species
(C20-26) predominate (Fig. 3B).

Closer examination of the PL molecular species revealed that the
largest changes occurred in polyunsaturated fatty acid (PUFA)-
containing lipid species, whereas lipids comprised of saturated or
monounsaturated FAs (SFA or MUFA, respectively) were more
constant throughout the entire differentiation (Fig. 3C, Table S5). The
polyunsaturated lipid species were essentially absent at the beginning
of differentiation and increased drastically until day 12 or 16, reflecting
the increasing concentration ofn-3 andn-6 PUFAs in the media during
differentiation, as shown in Fig. 3C for the phosphatidylcholines
(PCs). On the other hand, the PCs containing FA 22:5 and 22:6
appeared later during the differentiation and at a lower concentration,
consistent with their low mediumconcentration as well as a late and (as
compared ton-6 PUFAs) low level supply ofn-3 PUFAs from the
medium (Fig. 3C). Lipids with different PUFA constituents mostly
peaked around day 12, after which they steadily decreased following
the pattern of medium FA 18:2 and 18:3 levels, which were at the
highest in medium C (during� days 7-13) and then dropped to a lower
level for the rest of the differentiation (Fig. 4). The molecular species
containing FA 20:3 and FA 20:4 peaked around day 12, reflecting the
media rich in their C18 precursors, and then their contents remained at
the fairly constant level due to the later moderate supply of FA 20:3
and 20:4 themselves (Fig. 4). Then-3 PUFA precursor, FA 18:3, and
the successors on the metabolic pathway, FA 20:5 and 22:5, were not
able to efficiently raise the levels of the 22:6-containing species,
which peaked only during days 16-24, i.e. after switching to 22:6-rich
medium (Fig. 4, lower row).

Gene –lipid interaction
Levels of several ceramides with very-long-chain FAs, e.g. Cer
d18:1/26:1 and Cer 18:1/26:0, increased statistically significantly
during the hepatic maturation phase (Fig. 2E). Ceramide synthesis
involves six different ceramide synthases (CerSs): CerS1-CerS6.
TheCERS1gene was the only highly expressed ceramidase gene at
the iPSC stage and it gradually reduced to the expression levels
detected in PHHs (Fig. 5A). The expression of theCERS2gene, by
contrast, slowly increased during hepatocyte differentiation,
reaching the expression level in PHHs by day 20 of differentiation
(Fig. 5A). A statistically significant correlation was observed
betweenCERS2expression and the very-long-chain ceramides Cer
d18:1/24:0 (r=0.83,P<0.0001), Cer d18:1/23:0 (r=0.78,P<0.001)
and Cer d18:1/26:0 (r=0.73,P<0.001) (Fig. 5B). A similar gene
expression pattern toCERS2was observed forCERS3. CERS4
expression varied whereas that ofCERS6gradually increased during
the differentiation, andCERS5 was ubiquitously expressed
throughout the differentiation (Fig. S6A).

Ceramides are degraded to sphingosine and free FAs by
ceramidases encoded by distinct genes such asASAH1andASAH2.
The expression ofASAH1increased during the differentiation (Fig.
S6B). ASAH2 expression peaked strongly at day 15 and then
gradually reduced towards the levels detected in PHHs.ASAH2b
expression was constant throughout the differentiation and at the
same level as in PHHs, only peaking slightly at day 15 (Fig. S6B).

Lactosylceramide (LacCer) and glucosyl/galactosylceramide
(Glc/GalCer) are members of the glycosphingolipid (GSL) family
and the UDP-glucose:ceramide glucosyltransferase (UGCG) gene

Fig. 1. Hepatic differentiation of iPSCs through the definitive endoderm
(DE) stage. (A) A schematic representation of the hepatic differentiation
protocol (modified from Hay et al., 2008) and cell culture media used at each
stage. See text for details of the media. (B) Phase-contrast images showing
sequential morphological changes from iPSCs (day 0) to DE (day 5) and finally
hepatocyte-like cells (HLCs) (day 20) during differentiation. (C,D)
Immunocytochemistry of the iPSC-HLCs differentiated from three patient lines
(UTA.10100.EURCAs, UTA.11104.EURCAs and UTA.11304.EURCCs) at day
20 showing the expression of (C) LDL receptor (LDL-R) and asialoglycoprotein
receptor (ASGR), as well as (D)� -fetoprotein (AFP) and albumin (ALB). Nuclei
are stained with DAPI. (E) The iPSC-HLCs were able to uptake LDL at day 20
of differentiation and (F) produce and secrete albumin during differentiation.
Values are normalised per 1 million cells per 24 h. Bars represent means±s.d.
of three biological replicates. Gene expression levels of (G) apolipoprotein B
(ApoB) and (H) apolipoprotein AI (ApoAI) at different time points during the
iPSC to HLC differentiation normalised to the housekeeping geneGAPDH,
and expressed relative to day 0. Each sample was run in triplicate and bars
represent means±s.d. of three studied cell lines. iPSC, induced pluripotent
stem cell; KO-DMEM, KnockOut Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium; DMSO,
dimethyl sulfoxide; HGF, hepatocyte growth factor; OSM, oncostatin M; PHH,
primary human hepatocyte. Scale bars: 200� m.
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encodes the enzyme that catalyses the first glycosylation step in
GSL biosynthesis. There was a statistically significant increase in
four different GSLs, including LacCer d18:1/26:0 and Glc/GalCer
d18:1/26:1, during the hepatic maturation phase (Fig. 2E).
Compatibly,UGCG expression increased during the iPSC-HLC
differentiation (Fig. 5A), and we observed a statistically significant
correlation betweenUGCG expression and the total level of Glc/

GalCer (r=0.54,P<0.05), particularly with Glc/GalCer d18:1/26:0
(r=0.84,P<0.0001) (Fig. S6C).

An almost fourfold increase in total SM level was detected from
day 0 to day 28 of the iPSC-HLC differentiation (Fig. 2A).
Specifically, an increase in the longer (C23-26) SM species was
observed (Fig. S7A). SM is metabolised from ceramides by SM
synthases (SMS1 and SMS2). The expression of the corresponding

Fig. 2. Changes in the lipidome during iPSC to hepatocyte-like cell (HLC) differentiation. (A) Lines describe the total concentration of different lipid classes
detected in the cells at seven time points during the iPSC to HLC differentiation. Bars represent the total FA concentration (nmol FA/ml of medium) of different media
used during hepatic differentiation. Values at the top of bars and the top line show the total concentrations of FAs in the medium and PC in the cells, respectively.
(B) Total concentration (µM) of different lipid classes in culture medium A, B, C and D. (C) Principal component analysis (PCA) plot showing the separation of
samples based on lipid profiles. PCA analysis of the 165 molecular lipids showed that the two first principal components constitute 63.2% of the variance. (D) PCA
analysis of the FA content of cell culture media used at different stages of hepatic differentiation. (E) Lipidomic heat map showing fold increase of molecular lipid
species at day 16, 20, 24 and 28 of iPSC to HLC differentiation as compared to day 12. Each horizontal row represents a molecular lipid and each vertical column
represents an individual time point of the differentiation. Lipid abundance ratios are coloured according to the fold changes and the colour key indicates the
magnitude of log2 fold change. Data shown are the lipids for which concentration differed statistically significantly (P<0.05) between day 12 and day 28. iPSC,
induced pluripotent stem cell; CE, cholesteryl ester; Cer, ceramide; DAG, diacylglycerol; Gb3, globotriaosylceramide; Glc/GalCer, glucosyl/galactosylceramide;
LacCer, lactosylceramide; LPC, lysophosphatidylcholine; LPE, lysophosphatidylethanoamine; PC, phosphatidylcholine; PC O, alkyl-linked phosphatidylcholine;
PE, phosphatidylethanolamine; PE O, alkyl-linked phosphatidylethanolamine; PI, phosphatidylinositol; PS, glycerophosphoserine; SM, sphingomyelin.
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genes,SGMS1andSGMS2, increased during differentiation, reaching
the expression levels of PHHs by day 10 (Fig. 5A). A statistically
significant correlation was detected betweenSGMS2expression and
levels of very-long-chain SMs (Fig. 5C) such as d18:1/24:0 (r=0.82,
P<0.0001), SM d18:1/24:1 (r=0.78,P<0.001) and SM d18:1/26:1
(r=0.67, P<0.01). Levels of these very-long-chain SMs increased
independently of the exogenous lipid supplies during the hepatoblast
phase, whereas the shorter-chain SMs such as SM d18:1/18:0 and SM
d18:1/18:1 decreased at the hepatic maturation stage (Fig. S7A,B).
Several different sphingomyelinase (Smase) enzymes degrade SMs.
TheSMPD1gene encodes a lysosomal acid Smase, the expression of
which increased during the hepatic differentiation (Fig. 5A) along
with the expression of another sphingomyelinase gene,SMPD3
(Fig. S7C). The expression of two other Smase genes,SMPD2and
SMPD4, was fairly constant through the differentiation and similar to
that in PHHs (Fig. S7C).

DISCUSSION
In this study, we successfully produced functional HLCs from iPSCs
and describe a comprehensive lipidomic fingerprint of these cells in

conjunction with biochemical and functional measurements. We
quantitatively monitored a total of 165 molecular species of lipids
during the course of hepatic differentiation, as well as measuring the
concentrations of different lipids and FAs in the cell culture media at
each stage of differentiation. The analyses of lipids and FAs in the
media were complementary in characterising the supplies of the
cells. After commitment of the cells to the hepatic lineage (around
day 12), protein-normalised concentrations of most studied lipid
classes increased. These included functionally important specific
PLs and SLs but, as expected, the main building blocks of bulk
membrane, PC and PE, showed less variation. At the same time, the
levels of storage lipids were elevated, indicated by the increased CE
totals. DAGs were also analysed because they are an important
intermediary lipid class between the storage and structural lipids,
and their elevated levels at day 12 indicate enhanced lipid
metabolism (complex triacylglycerol molecular species were not
addressed in this study). These lipidome alterations mirror the large
increase in medium FA levels and improved supply of PUFAs to the
cells. Simultaneously, the cells grew in size and approached
hepatocyte cell morphology. Along with the influence of

Fig. 3. Changes in cholesteryl ester (CE),
polyunsaturated fatty acid (PUFA)-containing
phosphatidylcholine (PC) species and the chain length
of sphingolipids (SLs) during the iPSC to hepatocyte-
like cell (HLC) differentiation. (A) Lines represent the
concentration (pmol/µg total protein) of all detected CE
species at different time points of the iPSC to HLC
differentiation. Concentrations are presented on a
logarithmic scale. Bars represent concentration of all
different FAs (nmol FA/ml of medium) detected in different
cell culture media used during hepatic differentiation. The
insert on the lower right shows the concentration (µM) of CE
species detected in culture medium A, B, C and D. No CE
species were detected in medium B. (B) The distribution of
SLs with different FA chain lengths at different time points
shows that, during hepatic differentiation and maturation,
the relative abundance of C16-18 species gradually
decrease, whereas C23-24 species increase. At the end of
the hepatic maturation phase, the distribution closely
resembles that of primary human hepatocytes (Hu8209 and
Hu8210). All SLs detected were included in the
calculations. (C) Lines represent the concentrations (pmol/
µg total protein) of selected PC species at different time
points. The levels of saturated/monounsaturated FA (in
blue)-containing species remain rather constant, whereas
levels of PUFA-containing lipid species (20:4 in red; 22:5/
22:6 in orange) emerge/increase considerably at day 6 and
12. Bars represent the totaln-3 FA, n-6 FA and FA 22:6
concentration (nmol FA/ml of medium) in cell culture media
at each stage of differentiation. The insert on the lower right
shows the concentration (µM) of PC species detected in
culture medium A, B, C and D. PCs 18:0/22:5 and 18:0/22:6
were not detected in the media. Values at the top line show
the concentration of PC 16:0/18:1 in the cells during
differentiation.
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